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Got a PDC? Get involved!
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Supporting the Permafund
[image: Supporting the Permafund]Permafund is the charitable arm of Permaculture Australia. Its charter is to promote and support projects around the world that have a strong permaculture element.




 Get involved

Upcoming Blitzes
	All blitzes are still in planning stages - make sure you're on our mailing list to be notified of all Blitz announcements.
You can also "like" us on our Facebook page!
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Get Instant Blitz NotificationsWant to receive our regular newsletters? Or maybe get notified as soon as a blitz is announced?
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 Last name   
 
 Sign me up for the monthly Permablitz newsletter!
 Shoot me a quick email as soon as a blitz is announced!
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About Permablitz Melbourne
Welcome to Permablitz Melbourne - where we get together and have fun learning about, designing and implementing suburban permaculture systems.  Our focus is edible gardens, and our ultimate aim is to make the suburbs edible enough such that should food become unaffordable, we don’t even notice.
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European Arboricultural Council
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Permaculture The Documentary: How it started
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From niche to mainstream — the rise of regenerative agriculture
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The World’s Largest Urban Farm Is Set to Open in Paris
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Fruit Trees with Special Pruning Requirements – Figs, Persimmons and Pomegranates
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How green is your lawn, really?
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